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This research paper will focus on benefits of using PPTs while teaching poetries specially. It

will also give brief information of poetry and features of poetry.

The main objective of this paper is to give importance of PPTs as a helping tool to teach

poetry. It will also give some guidelines regarding how effective presentations may be made.

It does not give technical information. I hope this paper will be helpful in future research.
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imagination power etc.

INTRODUCTION

What is poetry?

Definition: Poetry is an imaginative awareness of experience expressed through meaning,

sound, and rhythmic language choices so as to evoke an emotional response. Poetry has been

known to employ meter and rhyme, but this is by no means necessary. Poetry is an ancient

form that has gone through numerous and drastic reinvention over time. The very nature of

poetry as an authentic and individual mode of expression makes it nearly impossible to

define.
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THE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF TEACHING BY USING

MICROSOFT POWERPOINT

During teaching by using PowerPoint I found many kinds of advantages and disadvantages.

There are several of advantages of using Microsoft PowerPoint for teaching learning process,

among others are:

A. The Advantages of Using PowerPoint

 Helping Tool:- PowerPoint encourages and supports teaching learning process by

facilitating the material presentation.

 Editing:-PowerPoint is able to perform a variety of manipulations, such as editing

text before printing it out, and the teacher can add new slides for adding new

materials.

 Cost Saving:-PowerPoint is an application program of presentation that is found in

Microsoft Office. It means that we did not need to buy new software, because it has

been included in Microsoft Office program.

 Easy to use:- It is easy to use and operate.
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 Fun based Learning:- PowerPoint is also fun to be applied and fun to watch. It is not

hard to learn in one hour. It allows the users to reflect on a lesson and correct any

changes, and they can create the perfect lessons and are being able to print them out.

 Motivation to students:- Using PowerPoint improve the students’ learning

motivation, increasing authentic materials for study, encouraging interaction between

the teacher and the students.

 Long term in memory:- It helps to recall and be memory in memory for long  time.

 It is is a modern tool of teaching.

The Disadvantages/Problems of Using PowerPoint

There are some problems associated with the using of PowerPoint such as

 Equipment failure

It includes technical problem such as Computer failure, projector problems, File corruption

due virus etc. The solution here is to have alternative activities, for example good

preparation.

 The most common abuses

The most common abuses in PowerPoint use for teaching and learning include visually poor

or boring slide. Too many texts on the slide do not support good reading text, other abuses for

example, inappropriate use of multimedia options, for example too much animation or over

use of slide transitions. Further, many teachers do not have enough basic knowledge in

applying PowerPoint in teaching learning. In addition, PowerPoint cannot handle unexpected

situations because PowerPoint is unable to handle the students’ questions immediately as the

teachers do.

Objectives:-

 This research paper will focus on benefits of using PPTs while teaching poetries

specially.

 The main objective of this paper is to give importance of PPTs as a helping tool to

teach poetry.

 It will also give some guidelines regarding how effective presentations may be made.
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 I hope this paper will be helpful in future research.

Guidelines How to prepare an effective PPTs for teaching poetry.

1. Proper selection of PPT.

2. Correlated picture and background.

3. Use of sound and videos whenever required.

4. Proper animation

5. Try to use limited number of slides.

6. PPTs should represent the words , meaning and emotions of poetry.

7. PPTs should be used after regular teaching so that it will not be a constraint for

imagination power of the students. However for students at lower standards PPTs may

presented at earlier stage of teaching, as at that stage students are not gone at maturity

level of imagination and thinking.
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